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 Introduction to Wayve 
 Wayve is a London-based British startup pioneering a scalable way to bring automated vehicles (AVs) to the UK 
 and beyond. Wayve’s unique ‘AV2.0’ approach – driven by data and AI – enables our fully driverless technology to 
 learn and adapt its 'driving intelligence' to any city or vehicle type, much like how people learn to drive but with the 
 benefits of greater reliability and safety. Our Automated Driving System (ADS) is trained on vast amounts of data to 
 continually improve driving performance and enable our system to adapt to changes on the road. We are 
 showcasing the promise of our AI-powered technology via daily testing on public roads across the country, on 
 electric cars and light commercial vans. We are designing our technology to be sustainable, as our AVs will always 
 use EV platforms, and scalable – it’s our ambition to be the first to deploy in 100 cities globally. 

 Major businesses recognise the potential of our technology, both here in the UK and for export globally, 
 demonstrating the huge opportunity for foreign investment that AVs offer. We have signed commercial partnerships 
 with Ocado Group, Asda and DPD, and this year raised $200 million in Series B funding, bringing our total equity 
 raised to over $258 million since our inception in 2017. Our investors include world-leading UK institutions and 
 angel investors such as Balderton Capital, Firstminute Capital, Baillie Gifford, Virgin, Microsoft and Zoubin 
 Ghahramani. Our last-mile delivery trials begin this year in London. 

 Overview 
 Remote driving could be a possible fallback option for no-user-in-charge (NUIC) automated vehicle (AV) operation, 
 in limited circumstances, where remote assistance to the Automated Driving System (ADS) is not possible. Limited 
 circumstances may include the vehicle: 

 ●  encountering a rare event that it is unable to cope with, where remote assistance is impractical or 
 challenging; or 

 ●  leaving its Operational Design Domain (ODD), where the ADS is deactivated or cannot perform. 

 We agree with the general proposal that remote driving should be overseen by a licensed entity. We are however 
 concerned that the Commissions’ paper conflates remote driving as a rare fallback option for NUIC AVs and 
 remote driving as an application for end-to-end journeys. Remote driving for long periods of time brings specific 
 risks and should be considered separately to remote driving as an adjunct to NUIC AV operation. 

 Our response focuses on remote driving as an adjunct to NUIC AV operation. While there are many overlapping 
 issues, we believe these use cases are distinct and necessitate further consideration as separate activities. For 
 example, a national or international standard for all types of remote driving could not be generalised since NUIC 
 operation with remote driving will be under very specific circumstances for limited periods of time which means 
 human factors and staff training differ from remote driving as an end-to-end journey. It’s not clear that one licensing 
 regime supports both activities. 

 We support the creation of a separate Entity for Remote Driving Operation (ERDO) but we have highlighted a 
 number of areas that we believe need clarity with respect to NUIC operator responsibilities. While the market for 
 NUIC AVs is young, it’s likely that a NUIC operator will also act as ERDO and the licensing regime should retain 
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 flexibility to account for this. As the market matures, it is likely that specific ERDO companies emerge. The interface 
 between a NUIC operator and an ERDO will therefore need careful consideration. 

 Defining a “Remote Driver” 

 Question 1: Do you agree with the following tentative definitions? 

 (1) A driver is an individual who performs all or any of the following tasks: 
 (a) steering (lateral control); 
 (b) braking, removing a brake, or accelerating (longitudinal control); or 
 (c) monitoring the driving environment with a view to responding to objects or events by 
 exercising lateral or longitudinal control (provided that this activity is safety critical). 

 Yes. 

 (2) A remote assistant is not a driver if they do not exercise direct longitudinal or lateral control, but 
 only advise an automated driving system to undertake a manoeuvre. 
 Yes. 

 (3) For the purposes of this project, a “remote driver” is a driver who is outside the vehicle and who 
 uses some form of wireless connectivity to control the vehicle (covering both in or beyond line of sight). 
 Yes, and we recommend adding “..and monitor the driving environment”. 

 Construction and Use Regulations 

 Question 2: Do uncertainties surrounding construction and use provisions cause difficulties in practice? 
 We are particularly interested in whether uncertainties over regulations 104, 107 or 110 are delaying 
 trials or making it more difficult to obtain insurance. 
 Regulation 104: We don’t believe that regulation 104 needs amending. We do however think that there will be 
 specific requirements for remote driving that ensure an ERDO can evidence proper control and view of the road 
 ahead. 

 Regulation 107: This regulation may need amending to apply to automated vehicles. If “attended” also means there 
 should be a person able to have a reasonable prospect of preventing interference with the vehicle, “reasonable” will 
 need clarity in the case of remote driving where the individual operating the vehicle has limited options for this. 

 Regulation 110: We don’t believe this needs amending. In the same way as a driver in the vehicle is prohibited from 
 using a mobile phone, a remote driver should also be prohibited. The ERDO will have to demonstrate robust 
 training and governance to ensure remote drivers are not distracted, by handheld devices or otherwise. The 
 amount of time spent remote driving will be a factor when considering this risk, relating to our general point that 
 remote driving for specific purposes, for short periods of time, should not be considered together with remote 
 driving for long journeys. An ERDO carrying out remote driving for NUIC operation will have specific requirements 
 distinct from an ERDO for general remote driving and each needs distinct governance according to the varying 
 risk. This supports our earlier point, that it’s not clear one licensing regime supports both activities. 

 Question 3: Are the various exemptions easy to navigate, or do they put any unnecessary obstacles in 
 the way of trialling new forms of vehicle? 
 We do not have experience to comment in detail. However, the Special Types General Order prohibits trial vehicles 
 from carrying “any load” or transporting “goods or burden” other than its own necessary gear and equipment. This 
 would limit remote driving for AV trials. We do not support an exemption which relies on a case-by-case basis 
 without clear guidance. 

 Question 4: We seek views on whether any particular construction and use provisions should be 
 maintained in the interests of safety, even for trials and demonstrations. 
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 We believe those regulations already discussed (104, 107, 110) should remain for safety. 

 Civil Liability 

 Question 5: Is remote driving likely to cause victims undue delay and expense in claiming 
 compensation; or could it defeat claims altogether? 
 We see this as primarily a question for insurers. We’ll work with the industry to ensure our NUIC trials and eventual 
 commercial deployment are designed to support an insurer’s claims process. The NUIC operator / ERDO 
 arrangement should support a facile claims process. 

 The Safety Challenges of Remote Driving 

 Question 6: We have identified that any system to regulate beyond line-of-sight driving needs to 
 consider the following: 
 (1) the adequacy of the communication network; 
 (2) cybersecurity; 
 (3) workstation layouts; 
 (4) staff training; 
 (5) staff health, fitness and vetting; 
 (6) staff attention and rest periods; and 
 (7) incident protocols. 

 Apart from the above, are there any additional challenges to consider? 
 We see (1) creating a significant challenge for remote driving regulation and liability. An ERDO’s connection is reliant 
 on the telecommunications provider and network coverage. A significant aspect of the ERDO’s safety case will 
 involve its process for assessing and ensuring adequate connectivity for their area of operation. The dependency 
 on reliable connection and risk management surrounding this differ significantly between remote driving as an 
 independent application versus remote driving as a fallback. 

 In the case of NUIC AVs, connectivity for remote driving will be a condition of the vehicle’s ODD and evidence 
 presented for how loss of connectivity, and therefore exit of the ODD, will be mitigated.  1  In the case  of a NUIC AV, if 
 the ADS encounters a situation that it cannot handle, an ADS will perform a Minimal Risk Manoeuvre (MRM). Once 
 the ADS has reached a Minimal Risk Condition (MRC), depending on the circumstances, remote driving may then 
 be required. Handover to an ERDO will be necessary and at this point, the ERDO must undertake a number of 
 checks to ensure connectivity is reliable. The ERDO should not proceed with remote driving if connectivity is known 
 to be compromised or likely compromised, to a level which prohibits safe remote driving, for the remaining route. 

 However, even when best practices are met, there may be rare instances when connectivity is lost unexpectedly, 
 despite all previous checks. At that point, it does not seem reasonable to hold an ERDO responsible for traffic 
 infraction. If connectivity is lost and remote driving fails, the NUIC AV will be alerted to a loss of connectivity, 
 prompting an immediate execution of an MRM: one option for this could be a reactivation of the ADS to perform 
 the MRM. The NUIC operator will also be alerted by the ADS and the ERDO. Protocols for this type of event will be 
 agreed between the NUIC operator and the ERDO. After the ADS has reached a MRC, the NUIC operator could 
 then attempt physical recovery of the vehicle if the ERDO connection remains impossible. 

 We would encourage the Law Commission to consider similar liability regimes which rely on a shared service or 
 telecommunications connectivity. It may be possible that agreements with telecommunications providers are 
 necessary. 

 Again, we see this as another example that has distinct implications for full journey remote driving versus NUIC 
 fallback remote driving. The chances of encountering such a situation are expected to be very rare for NUIC 

 1  Each BC has its own ODD which is either the application's overall ODD or a subset of it. 
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 operation, however they are potentially very common for remote driving over long distances, even within one 
 jurisdiction such as the UK. 

 To this list, we would add: 
 (8) vehicle health status; 
 A remote driver may not hear rattling or feel jerkiness as they would if physically in a vehicle; the remote operator 
 needs to have some confidence that the vehicle is driveable. In the case of NUIC Operation we see this as part of 
 the operators responsibility, along with an ASDE, for ensuring vehicle maintenance. We do not know how this 
 would work for remote driving more broadly, if an ERDO is subcontracted by another organisation. 

 (9) vehicle occupants monitoring and interaction. 
 If the vehicle being remotely driven has occupants; the ERDO may need to communicate, to give specific 
 instructions to the occupants such as turning down the volume of their device, closing windows to ensure the 
 safety of the remote operation, or simply to allay any concerns and inform occupants of the recovery exercise. 
 Likewise there will need to be an option for the occupants to communicate with the ERDO. Similarly, the ERDO 
 may need to communicate with individuals outside of the vehicle, such as police officers. 

 (10) human factors; 
 This involves consideration of how an ERDO will develop training and governance processes specifically targeting 
 the complex human factors associated with remote driving, such as fatigue, distraction, and the ability to engage 
 with surroundings with full attention. Again, we believe this varies significantly depending on the application of the 
 remote driving. 

 Question 7: If remote driving fails (through loss of connectivity, for example), how sophisticated would a 
 risk mitigation system need to be? Would it effectively need to be an automated driving system, and 
 regulated as such? 
 We assume this question is intended for independent remote driving use cases, where remote driving is used for 
 an end-to-end journey. We answer in the case of remote driving as a fallback for a NUIC ADS. 

 If the remote driving fails, the vehicle will detect it and trigger an MRM to achieve the safest MRC with regards to 
 the present conditions. Vehicle health check, communication status check and environment monitoring prior to 
 executing the remote operation should be part of the process to follow to ensure that the remote driving operation 
 will be successful. The NUIC operator will also be alerted to a loss of connectivity to the ERDO. 

 Remote Driving from Abroad 

 Question 8: We welcome views on how the problems raised by remote driving from outside the 
 jurisdiction can be addressed. 
 We do not have evidence to comment. 

 Question 9: Should remote driving on roads in Great Britain from outside the UK be prohibited? 
 We believe that remote driving from outside the UK should be permitted in the case of NUIC AV operation, 
 assuming that the ERDO and NUIC Operator evidence in their safety case operations for inspection, and satisfy 
 insurance requirements. We don’t believe this should be ruled out if safety, facile claims, and liability can be 
 guaranteed. 

 We do however recognise that an ERDO in another jurisdiction would have specific safety considerations, 
 especially around latency of connection and training for staff. It is essential that staff are trained for driving in the 
 UK, including the Highway Code and cultural driving considerations. It may also be necessary for the remote driver 
 to communicate with occupants – so language may also be a consideration. 
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 Short Term Reform 

 Question 11: Should the Road Vehicles (Authorisation of Special Types) (General)  Order 2003  be 
 amended? 
 We would recommend avoiding a case-by-case basis as this is likely to create burdens for automated vehicle 
 operators who require remote driving as part of their operations. Remote driving should be assessed as part of 
 authorisation and through the safety case for trialling without a safety operator in the vehicle. 

 In particular, we welcome views on whether amendments should: 
 (i) specify that regulation 104 is satisfied if the driver of a special vehicle has a view of the road ahead 
 through a screen, provided that appropriate steps have been taken to ensure safety; 
 We support this being clarified. 

 (ii) specify that regulation 107 is satisfied by remote supervision, provided that the user has taken 
 appropriate steps to prevent interference with the vehicle; 
 We support this being clarified, especially around “interference”. We are unsure how this applies to remote driving. 

 (iii) make any exemptions contingent on the user obtaining written consent from the road authority to 
 use the vehicle on a particular road; and 
 If using remote driving for NUIC operation, this should not require a separate approval but be approved in the 
 ODD, as part of authorisation. 

 (iv) permit trials and demonstrations with a commercial element to them? 
 Yes, but define what a commercial element means. 

 Question 12: Should any provisions of the  CCAV Code of Practice  relating to remote driving be added to 
 the Highway Code? 
 No. The highway code defines the rules of the road, applicable to humans whether in the vehicle or remotely 
 driving the vehicle. We don’t see why aspects of a guidance document should be incorporated into the Highway 
 Code. 

 Question 13: Are changes needed to construction and use regulations to enable the safe introduction of 
 remote driving? 
 As we have stated already. 

 Regulation in the Longer Term 

 Question 14: To distinguish clearly between organisational and individual responsibilities, should the 
 organisation behind remote driving be referred to with new terminology, as an Entity for Remote Driving 
 Operation (or ERDO)? 
 We support the creation of an ERDO. However, while the market is young, we envisage an ERDO combined with a 
 NUIC Operator in the management of NUIC AVs. The licensing regime should support this. As we have already 
 highlighted, we also see licensing of NUIC recovery remote driving as distinct from remote driving for full journeys. 

 As the concept of NUIC operator licensing has been well thought through and set out in the Law Commissions’ 
 final report on automated vehicles regulatory review, it makes sense to draw on the principles behind the 
 recommended NUIC operator licensing system and apply them, where appropriate, to regulating ERDOs. 

 Question 15 
 (1): Should primary legislation make it an offence to drive (or cause or permit a person to drive) a 
 vehicle beyond line of sight unless the vehicle is overseen by a licensed ERDO? 
 Yes. Unless that responsibility is being used for remote driving as part of NUIC operations, where the NUIC might 
 need a combined licence for remote driving. 
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 Question 15 
 (2): For these purposes, is it appropriate to define a “beyond line-of-sight” driver as one who relies on 
 connectivity to see all or part of the driving environment? 
 Yes. 

 Question 16: To obtain a licence, should an ERDO be required to show that it: 
 (i) is of good repute; 
 (ii) has appropriate financial standing; 
 (iii) conducts its operation within Great Britain; and 
 (iv) is professionally competent to run the service? 

 Not necessarily if the ERDO is being contracted by e.g. NUIC Operators who must present their own risk 
 assessment. 
 (i) Yes. 
 (ii) Yes. 
 (iii) No. 
 (iv) Yes. 

 Question 17: Should an ERDO be required to submit a safety case to show how it will operate remotely 
 driven vehicles safely? 
 Yes, and in the case of NUIC AVs, the interface between the NUICO and ERDO will be part of the safety case. 

 Question 18: Should an ERDO face criminal offences where misrepresentations and nondisclosure in 
 the safety case have implications for safety? 
 Yes. 

 Question 19: Should an ERDO be under a duty: 
 (1) to ensure that the driver is able to drive safely by: 
 (a) taking reasonable care that connectivity is suitable; 
 (b) ensuring that in the absence of connectivity or driver input, the vehicle comes to a safe stop; 
 (c) providing suitable work-stations; and 
 (d) maintaining suitable training, vetting, health checks, working hours and breaks; 
 We agree with these responsibilities but we think they need further consideration alongside NUIC operator 
 responsibilities in the context of NUIC AV operation. To this list of duties, we would also add: 

 (e) to report to the NUiCO concerns with remote operation of the vehicle, and near-misses if the ERDO is different 
 from the NUiCO. 

 (2) to maintain the vehicle (including software updates and cybersecurity); 
 Yes. In the case of NUIC operation, clear distinction between NUIC operator and ERDO responsibilities will be 
 essential, if the ERDO is another organisation. 

 (3) to check that any load is safe and secure before that journey starts, and ensure that the number of 
 passengers does not overload the vehicle; 
 In the operation of NUIC AVs; this may be the NUiC operator or a fleet operator with a clear interface agreement 
 with the NUIC operator on safe loads. 

 (4) to insure the vehicle; 
 This should be a NUIC operator, CASDO or ASDE for NUIC operations. 

 (5) following an incident, to provide information to other road users, the police and the regulator; 
 This should be a NUiCO, CASDO or ASDE for NUIC AVs. 

 (6) not to impede traffic flow by (for example) ensuring that vehicles are not left in inappropriate places; 
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 (7) to check the route and pay any tolls and/or charges; 

 (8) to respond to the regulator’s requests for information about the safety of remote driving; and 
 This would include the NUIC operator/CASDO/ASDE in the case of NUIC AVs. It will therefore be necessary to 
 make a distinction between the various entities’ responsibilities. This is yet another example that illustrates the 
 challenge of considering an ERDO for extended remote driving versus use in NUIC operation. 

 (9) any other duties not mentioned above? 
 N/A 

 Question 20: To claim compensation should a person: 

 (1) have a right to claim compensation from the ERDO for injuries caused by a breach of the first three 
 ERDO duties outlined above, subject to the normal law of contributory negligence? 

 (2) Alternatively, should an insurer be liable irrespective of where the fault lies (in a similar way to the 
 Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 2018)? 
 We see this as a question for insurers. 

 Question 21: Should the regulator have power to impose a range of sanctions on an ERDO, 
 including improvement notices, civil penalties and (in serious cases) withdrawal of licence? 
 Yes. 

 Question 22: Should the regulator have powers to inspect remote operation centres, both in the event 
 of a problem and more generally? 
 Yes. 

 Question 23: Should the law provide individuals who drive beyond line of sight with: 
 (1) an immunity from being prosecuted for any issues concerned with roadworthiness, 
 loading and seat-belts which are beyond the driver’s knowledge and control; and 
 (2) a defence to a driving charge if a competent and careful driver in the same 
 circumstances could not have avoided the offence? 

 Yes. Although we see precautions to ensure safety of passengers as being a crucial part of the 
 NUIC/CASDO/ASDE safety case, if providing a passenger service. This will then likely have specific responsibilities 
 to minimise risk in the case of handover to an ERDO. 
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